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Update Macro Security 
This tutorial will show you how to update Macro Security for Excel, Outlook and Word. 

 

Excel 
Open Excel 

 
1. Click the Developer Tab 

 
2. Click Macro Security 

 
3. Select Enable all macros.  Click Ok. 

 
***This selection is not recommended because dangerous code can run.  It is extremely important 

that you always know what code you are running.  Stay away from procedures that automatically run 

code based on an action (ex. Startup, Open, etc.) until you feel more comfortable working with VBA. 

 

4. If you want to take additional security steps you can: Setup Macro Password Protection. 
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Outlook 
Open Outlook 

 
1. Click the Developer Tab 

 
2.  Click Macro Security 

 
3. Select Enable all macros.  Click Ok. 

 
***This selection is not recommended because dangerous code can run.  It is extremely important 

that you always know what code you are running.  Stay away from procedures that automatically run 

code based on an action (ex. Startup, Open, etc.) until you feel more comfortable working with VBA. 

 

4. If you want to take additional security steps you can: Setup Macro Password Protection. 
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Word 
Open Word 

 
1. Click the Developer Tab 

 
2. Click Macro Security 

 
3. Select Enable all macros.  Click Ok. 

 
***This selection is not recommended because dangerous code can run.  It is extremely important 

that you always know what code you are running.  Stay away from procedures that automatically run 

code based on an action (ex. Startup, Open, etc.) until you feel more comfortable working with VBA. 

 

4. If you want to take additional security steps you can: Setup Macro Password Protection. 
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